Ranking fuzzy numbers play as a key tool in many applied models in the world and in particular decision-making procedures. We are going to present a new method based on the ranking the fuzzy number and real number. The problem of ranking the fuzzy number and real number is proposed with ranking function and then this approach to extend the ranking of two fuzzy numbers with ranking function. The proposed method is illustrated by some numerical examples and in particular the results of ranking by the proposed method and some common and existing methods for ranking fuzzy sets is compared to verify the advantage of the new approach. We will see that against of most existing ranking approaches where for two fuzzy sets are the exact ranking, the above men sioned method can give a ranking fuzzy numbers with acceptance rate smaller as fuzzy.
defined the maximal and minimal reference sets of fuzzy numbers to measure LR deviation degree and then the transfer coecient was defined to measure the relative variation of LR deviation degree of fuzzy number and then proposed the ranking method based on the LR deviation degree and relative variation of fuzzy numbers. In [20] , Asady proposed a revised method of ranking LR fuzzy number based on deviation degree with Wang , s method. In [21] , Wang and Luo presented a ranking approach for fuzzy numbers called area ranking based on positive and negative ideal points, which defined two indices for the purpose of ranking. In [19] , Abbasbandy and Hajjari introduced a ranking of trapezoidal fuzzy numbers based on the left and the right spreads at some -levels of trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. Each method has a shortcoming. Adabitabar firozja et al. In [11] , proposed a ranking function for ranking real numbers and fuzzy number with acceptance rate and then to extended for ranking two fuzzy numbers. In this paper, we proposed a new ranking function for ranking real numbers and fuzzy number with acceptance rate and then to extended for ranking two fuzzy numbers. The paper is organized as follows: The background on fuzzy concepts is presented in section 2. A comparison between one real number and a fuzzy number with its properties is introduced in Section 3. Subsequently, in Section 4 ranking of two fuzzy numbers and its properties is considered, Numerical Examples in section 5, finally, conclusion are drawn in Section 6.
-Background
A fuzzy set Ã is a generalized left right fuzzy numbers (GLRFN) defined by Dubois and Prade [8] , and denoted as
, s membership function satisfies the following:
Where L and R are strictly decreasing functions defined on [0,1] and satisfying the conditions:
Trapeziodal fuzzy numbers (TrFN) are special cases of GLRFN with
We denote by What do we say about whether x is greater to Ã ? To solve this problem, Adabitabar frozja et al. In [3] proposed a ranking function for ranking of fuzzy numbers and real numbers but, for two real numbers x, y where:
, where this is not a good result. In this paper, we proposed new ranking functions for comparison between crisp and fuzzy number. We extend the natural ordering relation  on real numbers by increasing real function  , 
Where with Figure 1 shows the diagram of
3.1-Some properties
Let LR F A and
Regarding to equations (5) proofs is evident. and defined such as follow: 
4-Ranking of two fuzzy numbers
   supp(B) supp(A) x)dx , B L( x) , A L( ) B , A R( ~(10)
4.1-Some properties
By considering to equations (8) and (10) .
Proof: From equations (8), (10) and also
we can write
According to
We define the ranking of
Numerical Examples
We have considered some examples constructed and discussed in [4, 16] for comparing the current method with some other ranking methods, where results of some other ranking rules [4] are shown in Table 1 and results of current method are shown the following form: Set1: The proposed method has been used by continuous function for ranking and gives the acceptance rate.
-Conclusions
In this paper, initially we proposed a ranking approach for ranking one crisp real number and one fuzzy number with membership function then have extended this approach for ranking two fuzzy numbers. For comparing of two fuzzy numbers Ã and B on Supp( Ã ) to the membership degree, is compared with B also, on Supp( B ) with the membership degree, is compared with .
A Thus, we obtain some useful properties. Some numerical examples have been presented in order to compare the proposed method of ranking with some of the approaches. This method was used a continuous function for ranking and gives the acceptance rate. 
